30-Minute Concerts

- **The Angelique Francis Quartet** | A journey within the fires of blues music
- **Silla and Rise** | Inuit throat singing and futuristic dance floor beats
- **Le Vent du Nord** | The modern sound of Québec

15-Minute Concerts and Workshops

- **Judith Cohen** | Singing travels from my living room
- **Lassana Diabaté** | New developments of soundiata keita
- **Mei Han and Randy Raine-Reusch** | Last moon of summer
- **JustJamaal ThePoet** | The influence
- **Benedictus Mattson** | Azonto
- **Melody McKiver** | viola / electronics / synths
- **Golam Rabbani** | you fell in with bad company
- **Native North American Traveling College** | Haudenosaunee social song/dance workshop

BIPOC Chill Out Space

An online co-listening space for BIPOC attendees to gather and “decompress” at any time during the conference. Organized by popular electronic music scholar Luis-Manuel Garcia Mispireta and modeled after the “chillout rooms” of 1990s raves.

Concert and workshop videos are the sole property of the artists and will only be available for viewing by registered conference participants and attendees for the duration of the conference, October 21st-31st, 2020, inclusive, after which time the links will be deactivated. Prerecorded materials are not to be downloaded, recorded or used for any purpose beyond listening/viewing during the conference.

The concerts and workshops at SEM 2020 are supported in part by funding from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. Other support is provided by Queen’s University and Carleton University.